


 or household iron (no steam) - adjustable to 180°C

or cardboard
Utility knife

DIRECTIONS  
Thoroughly remove old or contaminated climbing skin adhesive before applying G3 Glue Renew. G3 
recommends the following method: 
1. Lay skin adhesive side up on the workbench and clamp skin taut at both ends
2. If you have a heat gun, remove the old adhesive by moderately heating and scraping the adhesive onto 
    a piece of cardboard. Skip to step 5. If you don’t have a heat gun, cover the skin adhesive with 30cm 
    long sections of old newspaper 
3. Heat newspaper sections of the adhesive (approx. 30 cm at a time) at ~160°C by slowing passing the 
    waxing iron over the newspaper 
4. Immediately after heating, scrape the adhesive and newspaper off the skin with your metal paint scraper  
5. Repeat process until no adhesive remains on the surface of the skin backing, discard old adhesive and 
    used newspaper 

DIRECTIONS  

1. Peel back the Glue Renew plastic liner (transparent side) to expose the adhesive. Place the Glue Renew 
    adhesive side down on the freshly scraped skin. Use a utility knife to cut to the desired length and width, 
    take care not to cut the skin underneath 
2. Iron Glue Renew onto the skin fabric at medium temp (160°C). Work from tip to tail applying medium 
    pressure and moving slowly down the skin to evenly apply the adhesive. The pressure should be enough 
    to even out the surface without the adhesive seeping out the sides. Repeat motion until paper backing 
    appears smoother and more saturated. The adhesive may have small wrinkles and air bubbles, work in 
    sections applying higher pressure for 2-3 seconds to even out these areas 
3. At high temp (180°C), quickly pass over the adhesive surface and perimeter with light-medium pressure 
4. Trim any excess adhesive using a knife and allow the adhesive to settle (G3 recommends 16-24hrs) before 
    removing the release paper 
5. After the adhesive has settled, peel up about an inch of paper at the skin tip in one continuous piece
6. Flip the skin so the plush is facing up and hold edge of the paper liner down with your palm while slowly 
    pulling the skin away from the paper. If the paper rips, slowly peel at a 45° angle until it is a continuous 
    piece again

G3 PRO TIPS:
If the Glue Renew isn’t fully embedded into the backing, cover the area with a piece of parchment paper 
and re-apply the Glue Renew at 180°C with high pressure. Allow the area to cool to room temperature 

and remove the parchment paper.

Excess glue can be cleaned off tools and surfaces by heating and scraping, using citrus base cleaner 
in a well-ventilated area, or by using an extra piece of Glue Renew to “pick up” glue. 

Remaining G3 Glue Renew can be used as touch up adhesive, if required.

FOR APPLYING THE NEW ADHESIVE:

FOR REMOVING OLD ADHESIVE

Scan the QR code for 
video instructions, product 

information and more.


